Vehicle searches
and lodgements

CITEC Confirm provides a number
of vehicle searches and vehicle
lodgement services.
Our vehicle portfolio provides vital information for
businesses and individuals dealing with debt recovery,
asset discovery and insurance claim processing.

We are a trusted provider of leading
vehicle information solutions for:
Insurance industry
specialists
Banking and finance
industry specialists

Solicitors
Government
Local authorities.

More than 10,000
Government and commercial
clients rely on us in the daily
operation of their business.

How can we help you?
Our robust Personal Property Securities system
provides you with all the tools you’ll need to identify
live interests/encumbrances (outstanding finance)
against motor vehicles, boats, outboard motors
and many other items of collateral, both consumer
and commercial.
You can also use our system to register new interests
and release, update or renew existing ones.

We can provide access to restricted information from
the Queensland Motor Vehicle Register, detailing
current and historical information on vehicle
registration details in Queensland.
We can also provide access to Queensland traffic
incident reports, sourced directly from the Queensland
Police Service.

CITEC Confirm
Level 5, 140 Creek St
Brisbane, QLD 4000

confirm@citec.com.au
1800 773 773
confirm.com.au

Personal Property Securities Register
(PPSR)

Queensland Motor Vehicle Register
(QMVR)

We provide access to a wealth of vehicle and personal
property encumbrance information via our robust
Personal Property Securities system.

We are also the trusted provider of restricted motor
vehicle registration information, to approved parties.

Our system can be used to retrieve nationally
recognised search certificates, detailing whether
or not a security interest - referred to as a registration exists over a vehicle, boat, outboard motor or other
item of collateral, be it consumer or commercial.
Searches may be performed using grantor details
(individual name or organisation), serial number (VIN,
HIN etc.) and/or the known registration number of an
existing security interest on the register. An ordinal
search comparing two registrations is also available.
In addition to searching the PPSR for existing
registrations, our system provides the level of access
necessary to create new registrations/register new
security interests and update, renew or release existing
registrations.
Organisations and individuals wishing to manage
registrations must be part of a Secured Party Group
(SPG) which can be created through CITEC Confirm.

Queensland traffic incident reports
We are the trusted provider of Queensland traffic
incident reports, sourced directly from the Queensland
Police Service. These reports contain (where possible)
detailed information pertaining to a traffic indicent,
including: the occurrence, witnesses, incident scene
and event, crash description, unit details, towed
vehicles, damaged property, victims and versions.
Our online document ordering system can also provide
additional documents associated with an incident,
such as the initial Police Report (PT51), which may
include a sketch drawn by an attending officer.

Our vehicle registration searches can retrieve motor
vehicle, marine vessel, caravan or trailer information.
Information returned by this search can include:
the CRN, name and address of the registered owner,
vehicle details, registration details, time of last record
update and registration effective date.
Our Current registration searches can be used
to retrieve registration information as recorded
at the time of the search.
Our Point in Time registration searches can be used
to retrieve registration information as recorded on
a specific date, on or after 09 June 1998. Earlier
records can be obtained through the use of our
document ordering facility.
Our online system supports the input of a registration
number to locate vehicle, marine vessel, caravan or
trailer information. We can also provide, to approved
state and federal government departments, the ability
to search for current and historical vehicle registration
information using owner name details as the search
criteria.
Our QMVR document ordering facility accepts
additional search criteria, including: personalised plate
numbers, dealer plate numbers, VIN/Chassis numbers,
or engine numbers.
We can also provide government agencies responsible
for parking and traffic infringements with access to our
bulk facility which can process files containing up to
5,000 transactions at a time.

Contact us any time for more information
about these services on 1800 773 773
or at confirm@citec.com.au

Access to these reports and documents can be made
available to insurance companies, legal firms,
loss assessors and mercantile agents.
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